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operating in the exploitation of the black-African
south of Sudan since 1839 (Davidson 1991: 254).
Evans-Pritchard’s report on his field research
among the Azande was published in 1937. At that
time, the Azande’s traditional structure of social
domination, headed by a king, had been replaced
by a British “district commissioner.” In the early
1920s, this district commissioner had relocated the
Azande from their traditional, widespread villages
into centralized settlements along the main roads

 to control epidemic sleeping disease among their
cattle. As witchcraft can only be enacted by a close
neighbor of the affected individual, the concentra
tion of the Azande in larger settlements increased
the fear of witchcraft (Gillies 1976: xvi-xvii). It
was in this tense situation that Evans-Pritchard
conducted his field research. However, the possi
ble influence of colonial politics on the examined
phenomena was neither included in his research
agenda nor mentioned at all.

Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic among the
Azande

Evans-Pritchard describes witchcraft, oracles, and
magic as interdependent elements of a belief sys
tem. Thus, witchcraft does not interfere with any
single chain of mechanical causation, but connects
different causal chains in such a way that misfor
tune is generated. This is obvious in Evans-Prit
chard’s famous example of the collapsing grana
ry. If a person is killed by the collapse of the
granary, the Azande call it witchcraft. This does
not mean they deny that the poles on which the
granary rested were destroyed by termites. And
the Azande know very well that many persons
rest under a granary to avoid the heat in summer.
However, that the granary collapsed in exactly the
moment in which this specific human being sat
under it, and not a moment before or after, is
supposed to be the result of witchcraft (Evans-
Pritchard 1976: 22 f.).

The concept of witchcraft offers a socially rel
evant cause for an accident, since any death has
 to be avenged (5, 25). In order to find out who is
responsible for an accident, the oracle is addressed.
In a typical ritual, a suspect is named and poison
is given to a hen. Depending on whether the hen
dies, a yes or no answer is obtained. The ritual is
repeated to validate the former outcome. In case
the oracle offers a positive sentence, a sign of the
oracle’s result is brought to the indicated person.
If no death had occurred, the witch is treated with
respect. He (or she) has to state his good intentions

toward the person hit by the misfortune and will
state that if he is a witch, he has not been conscious
of it (41 f., 120 ff.). That the indicted Zande reacts
with disbelief and surprise to the accusation does
not shake the Azande’s firm belief in the existence
of witchcraft. They assume that only this one

 witch did not know about his power, while usually
 witches are well aware of their perpetration (56 f.)

 If admonishing the witch does not help and,
 for instance, the affected person dies, revenge has
 to be enacted. In former times the case could be
brought in front of the royal oracle and the witch
 indicated by the oracle could be killed (26, 124).
As this procedure was no longer allowed when
Evans-Pritchard conducted his field research, the
relatives of the deceased could only take revenge
by magical procedures which were supposed to
kill the witch. If thereupon a death occurs in the
neighborhood, the oracle is questioned whether the
deceased person was the witch. If not, magical rites
have to be performed again. Otherwise, the time
of mourning is finished (6, 26).

Evans-Pritchard stresses the Azande belief in
 the effectiveness of their magic. A general rea
 son why they do not notice that their magic is

 ineffective, Evans-Pritchard notes, is that magic is
 aimed at other constructs such as witchcraft, which
 are equally unobservable. Witchcraft, oracles, and
magic thus form a coherent system in which one
concept stabilizes the others (187, 201 f.). If for ex
ample the oracle contradicts itself, this is explained
by the interference of witchcraft or by failure to
perform the ritual adequately, as for instance if a
taboo has been violated by any person involved in
addressing the oracle. A single failure of the oracle
or magic is not generalized (155, 202). Moreover,
no Zande would think of testing the efficacy of
the oracle’s poison independent of the ritual, at
least as long as it neither kills all hens nor affects
none at all. If it is found to be so indifferent,
 it would be thrown away. Otherwise, testing an

 obviously effective poison outside of the oracle
 would be seen as squandering. The Azande would
 possess no concept of “physical” causes and no
 inclination to empirically falsify a traditional belief
(147, 203). Some Azande would doubt these be
liefs; however, skepticism would only be directed
against a specific magician or medicament and
would thus confirm the general idea that effective
magic exists.

Evans-Pritchard claimed that if every death is
caused by witchcraft and has to be avenged by
magic, the system would finally contradict itself:
after some time every death would be caused in
revenge of a prior vengeful act and thus all victims


